WINE LIST

Look out for the red star - we particularly recommend these wines !

WINEs BY THE GLASS
Sparkling Wine			
PROSECCO BORTOLOMIOL VENETO, ITALY

(11%ABV)
200ml £6.90
Glera - Pale lemon colour with a typical bouquet reminiscent of wisteria flowers, acacia and also mature crab
apple. Fresh, lively and appealing with slightly sweeter notes on the palate. This inviting Prosecco is the ideal
sparkling wine to bring bubbles to your everyday life!

PERLÈ, FERRARI TRENTINO, ITALY

(12.5%ABV)		
125ml
£8.15
Chardonnay - Scents of almond blossom, rennet apples, a faint spiciness and a hint of crusty bread. Dry,
crisp and elegant, with a very persistent finish.

White Wine		

175ml

250ml

£3.75

£5.45

£4.75

£6.75

SAUVIGNON BLANC, YEALANDS ESTATE MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

(13%ABV)		 £5.20
Sauvignon Blanc - Flavours of passionfruit and blackcurrant leaf with underlying notes of wet stone and
thyme. Good weight and texture, with a focused mineral acidity.

£7.40

LA SEGRETA BIANCO, PLANETA SICILY, ITALY

£7.70

CHARDONNAY, BOGLE WINERY CALIFORNIA, USA

£8.50

TREBBIANO POGGIO DELLA QUERCIA, CONTRI EMILIA ROMAGNA, ITALY

(11.5%ABV)

Trebbiano - Dry with a fruity and upfront bouquet and a fresh citrus finish.

PINOT GRIGIO, ARCOLE VENETO, ITALY

(12%ABV)		
Pinot Grigio - Soft and fresh with good texture.

(12.5%ABV)		 £5.50
Grecanico, Fiano, Chardonnay, Viognier - Vibrant and aromatic with notes of citrus fruits, lychee, pineapple
and peach complemented by hints of minerals, herbs and mint. Full and dry, smooth and supple with a long,
minty finish.
(13.5%ABV)		 £6.50
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Viognier - Generous entry and layers of complexity. Green apple and ripe
pear overwhelm the senses, while creamy and buttery notes caress mid-palate.

Rosé Wine		

175ml

CIRÒ ROSATO, LIBRANDI CALABRIA, ITALY

(13%ABV)		 £5.50
Gaglioppo - Delightfuly fresh, delicate nose of crushed raspberries and ripe summer fruits which find their
way into the palate to balance the crisp, light body and refreshing length, displaying the hallmark qualities
of a fine drinking blush.

Red Wine		

175ml

PRIMITIVO SALENTO, BOHEME PUGLIA, ITALY

(13%ABV)		 £3.75
Primitivo - Aroma of plums and strawberry jam. Beautifully balanced.
(13.5%ABV)
£5.35
Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Merlot - Clean, refreshing and with fruity complexity. Smooth, Medium
Bodied Red.

250ml

£7.60

250ml

£5.45

BORDEAUX SUPÉRIEUR, CHÂTEAU SAINTE MARIE BORDEAUX, FRANCE

£7.50

LA SEGRETA ROSSO, PLANETA SICILY, ITALY

£7.70

(13%ABV)		 £5.50
Nero D’Avola, Cabernet Franc, Merlot, Syrah - Aromas of crushed strawberries lead to supple tannins and
fresh, rich acidity showing hints of chocolate.

CHIANTI CLASSICO, ROCCA DELLE MACIE TUSCANY, ITALY

(13%ABV)		
Sangiovese, Merlot - Classic Chianti, rich, spicy yet well rounded.

£5.95

BAROLO DI SERRALUNGA D’ALBA DOCG, FONTANAFREDDA PIEMONTE, ITALY

£13.65 £18.50

(14%ABV)		
Nebbiolo - A clear cut, intense nose with overtones of vanilla and spices. The palate is dry,
but soft, full bodied, velvety and well balanced.

£8.50

WINES BY THE Half BOTTLE
White Wine			
375ml
1.

FRASCATI, SAN MARCO LAZIO, ITALY

(12%ABV)		
Malvasia, Trebbiano - Light straw yellow, with a delicate lemony nose. In the mouth it is clean and wellbalanced with hints of lemons, peaches and honey.

£9.95

Red Wine
2.

RIOJA CRIANZA, VINA CERRADA RIOJA, SPAIN

(13.5%ABV)		
Tempranillo - Rounded and soft in the mouth with a well balanced, medium bodied palate amply stacked
with crunchy red berry and hedgerow fruit leading into an elegantly smooth, caressing finish.

£13.50

WINES BY THE BOTTLE
Sparkling & Champagne			

750ml

3.

PROSECCO BRUT, TERRE DI SANT’ALBERTO VENETO, ITALY

(11%ABV)			£26.50
Prosecco - A classic Prosecco with a fine mousse and a fresh green pear character. Soft and pillowy on the
palate with a lingering finish.

4.

BRUT DI PINOT NERO ROSÉ VS, RUGGERI VENETO, ITALY

5.

PERLÈ, FERRARI TRENTINO, ITALY (12.5%ABV)			
£42.50

(12%ABV)			£27.50
Pinot Nero - Medium bodied and dry, possessing a ripe cranberry fruit intensity that balances the bubbles
and the crisp finish beautifully.
Chardonnay - Scents of almond blossom, rennet apples, a faint spiciness and a hint of crusty bread. Dry,
crisp and elegant, with a very persistent finish.

Perhaps you want to try something a bit fancier than Prosecco? This is Italy’s answer to the best Champagnes. Only
released for sale when ready to drink this really does deliver on taste and quality.
6.

SPECIAL CUVÉE, BOLLINGER CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

(12%ABV)			£63.00
Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier, Chardonnay - Rich, toasty and full bodied, with wonderful concentration and depth
of flavour.

7.

GIULIO RISERVA, FERRARI TRENTINO, ITALY (12.5%ABV)			
£92.50
Chardonnay - Elegant and well-balanced, with velvety, well-knit fruit that is redolent of vanilla, acacia honey
and freshly-mown hay, combined with attractive floral notes.

ITALY

White Wine
8.

TREBBIANO POGGIO DELLA QUERCIA IGT RUBICONE, CONTRI EMILIA ROMAGNA, ITALY

9.

PINOT GRIGIO ARCOLE, ARCOLE VENETO, ITALY

10.

UNOAKED CHARDONNAY, MANDRAROSSA SICILY, ITALY

Trebbiano - Dry with a fruity and upfront bouquet and a fresh citrus finish.
Pinot Grigio - Soft and fresh with good texture.

(11.5%ABV)		£14.95

(12%ABV)			£18.25

(13.5%ABV)			£18.50
Chardonnay - Rich, ripe, green apple aromas, with a soft and fruity palate leading to a long, rounded finish.

11.

BRICCOTONDO ARNEIS, LANGHE DOC, FONTANAFREDDA PIEMONTE, ITALY

(12.5%ABV)			£19.95
Arneis - Bright straw yellow with greenish highlights. The bouquet conjures up exotic fruit, ripe pears,
hawthorn blossom and acacia honey. Soft and full on the palate with a refreshing crispness and luscious
finish.

12.

DUE UVE BIANCO PINOT GRIGIO-SAUVIGNON IGT VENEZIE, BERTANI VENETO, ITALY

13.

LA SEGRETA BIANCO, PLANETA SICILY, ITALY

14.

VERMENTINO DI MAREMMA IGT LA MORA, CECCHI TOSCANA, ITALY

15.

CIRÒ BIANCO, LIBRANDI CALABRIA, ITALY

16.

SOAVE DOC SEREOLE, BERTANI VENETO, ITALY

(12.5%ABV)			 £20.50
Pinot Grigio, Sauvignon Blanc - A spicey Pinot Grigio nose is followed by the mouthfilling Sauvignon Blanc
and an underlying smoothness to the finish.
(12.5%ABV)			£20.50
Grecanico, Fiano, Chardonnay, Viognier - Vibrant and aromatic with notes of citrus fruits, lychee, pineapple
and peach complemented by hints of minerals, herbs and mint. Full and dry, smooth and supple with a long,
minty finish.
(13%ABV)			£21.95
Vermentino - A white wine with unmistakable traces of succulent summer fruits. Rich, but with a great
backbone of freshness. Fragrant and mineral on the finish.
(12.5%ABV)			£21.95
Greco - Fresh and fruity wine with a good vibrant finish.
(13%ABV)			£23.50
Garganega - Sweet floral scents of elder trees and pear t

Soave is often miss-understood but with this example you are getting one of the best. The hills surrounding the ancient
town of Soave are part of an extinct volcano and you can tell from the smokey, mineral flavours which back up a fresh
lemon zest and apricot fruit character rees followed by apricots, pineapple and melon. The mouth is deep, mellow and very
harmonious.
17.

MOSCATO BIANCO SECCO, PLANETA SICILY, ITALY

(12%ABV)			£23.95
Moscato - A fresh, dry style of Moscato from the sun soaked island of Sicily. Packed with grape and lychee
flavours with a long, clean finish.

18.

GAVI DI GAVI, ASCHERI PIEMONTE, ITALY

19.

VERDICCHIO CLASSICO SUPERIORE, CASAL DI SERRA, UMANI RONCHI MARCHE, ITALY

20.

ALASTRO BIANCO, PLANETA SICILY, ITALY

21.

COMETA, PLANETA SICILY, ITALY

22.

DREAMS, JERMANN FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA, ITALY

(12.5%ABV)			£25.95
Cortese - The fragrant fresh nose displays notes of a floral, green fruit character. The palate is fresh and
delicate approach.
(13%ABV) 		£25.50
Verdicchio - Intense, round and fresh aromas with notes of ripe peaches and apples and fresh, citrus acidity.
(12.5%ABV)			£28.50
Grecanico - Bright straw yellow with hints of green. Peachy nose, with hints of vanilla, jasmine and green tea.
(14%ABV)			£42.50
Fiano - Aromatic notes of citrus and tropical fruit, white peach and pink grapefruit. On the palate it has
plenty of character with elegantly mineral elements.
(13.5%ABV)			£125.00
Chardonnay - The bouquet is intense, ample and elegant with a hint of honey and wild flowers.

Expensive yes but in life you get what you pay for and this is one of the best! Jermann are generally regarded as
the best white wine makers in Italy and this is their flagship and the wine that made their name. Complex, exciting,
inviting.......(you need to try it!).

Rosé Wine
23.

CIRÒ ROSATO, LIBRANDI CALABRIA, ITALY

(13%ABV)			£21.95
Gaglioppo - Delightfuly fresh, delicate nose of crushed raspberries and ripe summer fruits which find their
way into the palate to balance the crisp, light body and refreshing length, displaying the hallmark qualities
of a fine drinking blush.

24.

PINOT GRIGIO RAMATO, PUIATTI FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA, ITALY

(12.5%ABV)			£23.45
Pinot Grigio - Notes of pears and spun sugar with a hint of raspberry, followed by a slightly sweet palate.

Red Wine
25.

PRIMITIVO SALENTO, BOHEME PUGLIA, ITALY

(13%ABV)			£14.95
Primitivo - Aroma of plums and strawberry jam. Beautifully balanced.

26.

FRAPPATO SYRAH, COSTADUNE, MANDRAROSSA SICILY, ITALY

27.

BONIZIO TOSCANO ROSSO, CECCHI TUSCANY, ITALY

28.

CANNONAU DI SARDEGNA, PICCO DEL SOLE SARDINIA, ITALY

29.

MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO, PODERE, UMANI RONCHI ABRUZZO, ITALY

30.

LA SEGRETA ROSSO, PLANETA SICILY, ITALY

31.

CIRÒ ROSSO, LIBRANDI CALABRIA, ITALY

32.

ROSSO VERONESE, SARTORI VENETO, ITALY

33.

CAPPELLO DI PRETE, ROSSO DEL SALENTO, FRANCESCO CANDIDO PUGLIA, ITALY

(12.5%ABV)			£16.25
Frappato, Syrah - Intense purple red, very fruity on the nose with fleshy summer fruit on the palate.
(13%ABV)			£18.50
Sangiovese, Merlot - Bonizio has a deep and intense colour, it has a complex aroma of Mediterranean herbs.
It is complex but has an immediacy and charm that make it immensely attractive.
(13.5%ABV)			£18.50
Cannonau - A typical Sardinian red with a deep ruby colour and a palate brimming with ripe fruit
and hints of sweet spice.
(13%ABV)			£19.95
Montepulciano- This medium bodied, dry wine has a finely textured structure and ripe, plummy fruit.
(13%ABV)			£20.50
Nero D’Avola, Cabernet Franc, Merlot, Syrah - Aromas of crushed strawberries lead to supple tannins and
fresh, rich acidity showing hints of chocolate.
(13.5%ABV)			£20.95
Gaglioppo - Leather, cherry and violets dominate the nose. Rich middle mouth, with fresh acidity and
tannins, good fruit and spice. A wonderful medium-bodied texture combines with superfine tannins. Finishes
elegantly with nice fruit expression.
(13%ABV)			£22.50
Corvina, Molinara - Full bodied, round, pleasing, slightly dry and velvety, with a harmonious soft-textured
body and persistent bouquet of red fruits and spices.
(13.5%ABV)			£23.50
Negroamaro - Rich and spicy on the nose, very harmonious. Well structured on the palate, concentrated,
round, well balanced with strong but sweet tannins on a pleasantly bitter background.

A mature style of wine - Candido tend to cellar all their wines until they feel they are ready to drink - warm spicy
flavours with a rich, rounded finish - a real crowd pleaser.
34.

MONTEFALCO ROSSO, ALBARUTA, CECCHI UMBRIA, ITALY

(13%ABV)			£24.95
Sangiovese, Merlot, Sagrantino - Montefalco Rosso has an intense ruby red colour, with evident shades of
purple. Its open, ethereal aroma evokes autumnal jams, with hints of blackberries and blackcurrants. It has a
broad, harmonious flavour and is full-bodied to the taste, with a pleasant, persistent fruitiness.

35.

CHIANTI CLASSICO, ROCCA DELLE MACIE TUSCANY, ITALY

36.

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO RIPASSO, ACINATICO DOC, ACCORDINI VENETO, ITALY

37.

’PLUMBAGO’ NERO D’AVOLA, PLANETA SICILY, ITALY

(13.5%ABV)			£25.50
Sangiovese, Merlot - Classic Chianti, rich, spicy yet well rounded.
(14%ABV)			£25.95
Corvina, Corvinone, Molinara, Rondinella - Intense ruby red with a bouquet of red cherries, spice and vanilla.
Full bodied on the palate,warming, fruit-forward with juicy cherries and a floral twist.
(13.5%ABV)			£26.95
Nero D’Avola - Abundance of red fruits like plum aromas, ripe blackberry typical of western Sicily Nero
d’Avola blended with scents of cocoa, and almost Sacher cake. Soft tannins and roundness characterize the
wine.

WINERY FEATURE
PLANETA: Still one of our favourite wineries - Planeta continue to innovate but still making wines

that are interesting, great to drink and display a sense of place - they now have six wineries on the
island of Sicily (a place where a lot of grapes are still shipped to the north of Italy to be made into
wine) and we look forward to taking the first wine from their brand new sixth winery (in Milazzo) at
some point this year.

38.

POGGIO ALLA BADIOLA, TOSCANA ROSSO, MAZZEI, TUSCANY, ITALY

(13%ABV)			£27.95
Merlot, Sangiovese - Delicious, plummy, damson fruit flavours with smooth, integrated tannins.

In all but name this is a “Super-Tuscan”. That is the making of wines that don’t exactly conform to the strict rules of the
area (Chianti Classico in this case). The idea here is to make a wine for earlier drinking but without compromising any of
the quality of this famous producer. Perfect with all kinds of red meat or when tomato is present in a sauce.
39.

DOLCETTO D'ALBA DOC, VIGNA NIRANE, ASCHERI PIEMONTE, ITALY

(13.5%ABV)			£28.95
Dolcetto - Ruby red colour with violet hues. Fruity, fragrant, forthcoming bouquet, with notes of cherry, red
current and apricot. Soft yet persistent palate, well balanced acidity and tannins.

40.

SECCO BERTANI “VINTAGE EDITION”, ROSSO VERONESE VENETO, ITALY

41.

ROSSO DI MONTEPULCIANO, POLIZIANO TUSCANY, ITALY

(13,5%ABV)			£29.50
Corvina, Sangiovese, Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon - A lovely concentrated style of red made in the Valpolicella
zone but with a slightly different grape mix - a homage to the style they made of this wine in the 1920’s. Rich
and powerful but with a hint of freshness on the finish.
(14%ABV)			£31.95
Sangiovese - A young and fruity wine, full bodied but not aggressive, it displays a good balance of
complexity and drinkability.

Not to be confused with Montepulciano d’Abruzzo (you can find this elsewhere on our list), Montepulciano in southern Tuscany
is one of the classic wine areas of this beautiful region. A satisfying wine with a good forward fruit character but a
nice degree of depth to satisfy all red wine lovers.
42.

ETNA ROSSO DOC, PLANETA, SICILY, ITALY

(13%ABV)			£32.50
Nerello Mascalese - Pale bright ruby-red in colour. It shows aromas of red fruit preserved in alcohol, roses,
oriental spices and beeswax.

43.

BURDESE, PLANETA SICILY, ITALY

44.

SYRAH, MAROCCOLI VINEYARD, PLANETA SICILY, ITALY

45.

MONPRÀ LANGHE ROSSO DOC, CONTERNO FANTINO PIEMONTE, ITALY

46.

BAROLO DI SERRALUNGA D’ALBA DOCG, FONTANAFREDDA PIEMONTE, ITALY

47.

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO, IL POGGIONE TUSCANY, ITALY

48.

AMARONE VALPOLICELLA VALPANTENA DOC VILLA ARVEDI, BERTANI VENETO, ITALY

(14.5%ABV)			£44.95
Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon - Rich aromatic flavours, warm and intense with firm tannins, perfectly
balanced giving a harmonious result.
(14.5%ABV)			£44.95
Syrah - Ruby red to deep purple tones. Intense and persistent on the nose with notes of black fruits like
cherry and blackberry; chocolate, leather and spices integrated with creamy vanilla and nut coming from the
wood. On the palate the wine is full bodied, velvety and warm. Ending with soft and sweet tannins and with a
long sumptuous finish.
(14%ABV)			£61.95
Barbera, Nebbiolo - All the density and extreme warmth on the palate have been perfectly assimilated by the
oak and the finish is almost glossy and endless.
(14%ABV)			£58.50
Nebbiolo - A clear cut, intense nose with overtones of vanilla and spices. The palate is dry, but soft, full
bodied, velvety and well balanced.
(14.5%ABV)			£64.95
Sangiovese - A ruby red wine with garnet hues and a very intense, lingering and stylish bouquet with small
dark berry fruit notes. The palate is dry, warm, quite smooth and tannic and the after-aroma is long-lasting.
(15.5%ABV)
Corvina, Rondinella - Deep scents of cherry, sour cherry, berries and notes of spices. Soft in the mouth with
flavours of red fruit.

£67.95

WINES FROM THE REST OF THE WORLD

White Wine
49.

SAUVIGNON BLANC, YEALANDS ESTATE MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

(13%ABV)			£21.95
Sauvignon Blanc - Flavours of passionfruit and blackcurrant leaf with underlying notes of wet stone and
thyme. Good weight and texture, with a focused mineral acidity.

50.

CHARDONNAY, BOGLE WINERY CALIFORNIA, USA

(13.5%ABV)			£24.95
Chardonnay - Generous entry and layers of complexity. Green apple and ripe pear overwhelm the senses,
while creamy and buttery notes caress mid-palate

If you ever think you might tire of Chardonnay then look no further than this Californian white. Rich yet but very
crisp and extremely drinkable and actually one of the best all round wines to match our dishes...
51.

GEWURZTRAMINER, TRIMBACH ALSACE, FRANCE

(14%ABV)			£31.95
Gewurztraminer - Full, balanced and very aromatic. The Trimbach Gewurztraminer is dry and shows classic
restraint, without any loss of the exotic and spicy feature.

52.

CHABLIS, DOMAINE DE VAUROUX BURGUNDY, FRANCE

(12.5%ABV)			£32.95
Chardonnay - Medium bodied with crisp, appley acidity, tight, pure fruit flavours of white peach and pears
finished with a classic, steely, dry finish.

Red Wine
53.

BORDEAUX SUPÉRIEUR, CHÂTEAU SAINTE MARIE BORDEAUX, FRANCE

(13.5%ABV)			£21.25
Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon - Clean, refreshing and with fruity complexity. Smooth, Medium
Bodied Red.

54.

MALBEC, TOMERO MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

55.

SHIRAZ GRENACHE ‘THE RENEGADE’, KEN FORRESTER WINES STELLENBOSCH, STH AFRICA

56.

RIOJA CRIANZA, MARQUÉS DE ARIENZO RIOJA, SPAIN

57.

PINOT NOIR LAS BRISAS, VIÑA LEYDA LEYDA VALLEY, CHILE

(14%ABV)			£21.25
Malbec - Full bodied, ripe, spicy Malbec with plum and blackberry flavours.
(14.5%ABV)		£23.95
Shiraz, Grenache - A great blend of earthy Grenache with spicy Shiraz and hints of nutmeg, balanced with
soft tannins.
(13.5%ABV)			£25.50
Tempranillo - Spicy aromas of sweet red berries lead to a rounded, lush palate of ripe red fruits and a firm
finish.
(14%ABV)			£26.95
Pinot Noir - This wine has hints of ginger, spiciness and white peaches.

A really excellent example of new-world (anything outside of Europe pretty much) Pinot Noir from the fashionable Leyda
valley and the winery that put it on the map. Summer berry fruit with a leafy savoury flavours in the background. An
excellent red wine to try with fish - or if you are brave try it on ice!).
58.

PETITE SIRAH, BOGLE WINERY CALIFORNIA, USA

(13.5%ABV)			£31.95
Petite Sirah - Vibrant boysenberries and luscious fruit are framed by serious tannins, while wisps of leather
and vanilla seduce just enough.

DESSERT WINES

		
Bottle

50ml

59.

PX JEREZ, JEREZ, SPAIN

(15%ABV)
£3.95
375ML
Pedro Ximénez - Deep ebony with dense aromas of raisins, dates and honey. The palate is unctuous and
complex with a long, candied fruit finish.

£18.95

60.

I CAPITELLI IGT, ANSELMI VENETO, ITALY

£34.95

(12.5%ABV)
£5.95
375ML
Garganega - Stunningly rich and complex, packed with apricot, honey and pear flavours with tobacco and
cedar notes, it is smooth, subtle and velvety.

Rightly thought of as one of Italy’s best dessert wines this is a sumptious treat. Rich peach and apricot falvours but with
a balance of freshness and a touch of spice - perfect with creamy and fruit based desserts.
61.

RECIOTO VALPOLICELLA DOC, BERTANI VENETO, ITALY

(13%ABV)
£7.95
500ML
Corvina, Rondinella - Classical notes of plum,cherry and raspberries,accompanied by spices,vanilla, hay and
cocoa. In the month is intense, full.

£38.95

Units
of Alcohol

THANK YOU
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12%
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Food Allergies and Intolerances:
Before you order your drinks please speak to our staff if you
want to know about our ingredients.

15 Bon Accord Street
Aberdeen
AB11 6EL

